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The Rush System
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Volume (per month)
50k Ambulatory Office Visits

15k Hospital-based Encounters

7k ED visits

Clinical Staff
~850 Attending Physicians

~350 House Staff

~250 APPs (NPs/PAs)

Ambulatory Practices
~50 owned practices

~100 private practices



Rush University Medical Center
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KLAS Arch Collaborative
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Received our results in August 2017



KLAS Arch Collaborative
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Current State at Rush - Documentation
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Average among Epic institutions is 4.3 minutes

Our average progress note is 8+ pages long

High propensity for 

Note Bloat in our 

clinical documentation

34% of EHR time spent on documentation on average 



Physician Comments from KLAS Survey
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If there is any way to further reduce the “bulk” of notes that is generally 

worthless but is only included for billing purposes or because its “supposed to 

be there,” that would be ideal.

There are a lot of garbage notes and repeated content, and that makes it 

hard to find something new. The templates invite the wrong information.



Current State at Rush
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We have over 500 SmartText (system-level) templates for 4 note types 

(H&P, Consult notes, Progress Notes, and Discharge summaries)

Providers are using our “Standard” SmartText templates 

only 5% of the time



Why?
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Nearly 10 years ago as we made the transition to Epic we were focused on 

imitating the paper chart.

We have not 

reset our clinical documentation 

for the EHR era

It is much easier to inefficiently write an 8 page note as a provider in the EHR era without any 

realization of what you have done and what amount of data is actually useful. We have to actively 

combat this tendency.



Why?
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Over 500 templates to choose from

Most templates were ported (not redesigned) from paper era

Documentation standards are unclear - usability & regulatory

Our templates did not incorporate new documentation functionality:

Patient-entered data

Voice to text & navigation

Form-based documentation (NoteWriter)

Problem-Oriented Charting

Our templates lacked purpose and clear ownership
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs11606-018-4337-6

“There must be a dramatic and thoughtful simplification of EHR 

documentation templates: it should not take over 200 mouse clicks and 

more than 700 key strokes to complete one ambulatory encounter. 

Put simply, EHRs must be redesigned around the needs of clinicians 

and patients rather than billers and administrators.”

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11606-018-4337-6


How?
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Redesign/Simplify – 500 templates to 10

Define primary purpose of note is to capture the patient’s story and document current 
plan of care. Everything does not need to reside in the note.

Oversight – formed documentation redesign committee with clinicians, IT, 

quality and billing/compliance. Provided increased voice for clinicians in this process.

Support – support change & personalization. Socialized idea with multiple 

provider groups and built a support team for 1:1 at the elbow support.



Best Practices for Clinical Documentation
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Additional Benefits
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Culture – Clinicians now have a renewed voice in documentation standards

Analytics – Able to build reports around recommended SmartTool use per 

required section or data element

Agility – Reduced maintenance 



Early Results
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Only a few provider groups have completed training but 
early results show a 37% reduction in time in notes

Survey Question Results

My efficiency using Epic’s EHR will improve 97% Agreed or Strongly Agreed

1:1 Support session was effective use of time 100% Agreed or Strongly Agreed

Physician likelihood to recommend training to a 
colleague

91% of physicians would recommend to colleague

Interest in additional training beyond the group and 
1:1 training provided

70% of providers asked for additional training



Other Success Stories - Inpatient
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Notes had approximately 25% fewer lines.

Notes were signed on average 1.3 hours earlier in the day.

Note quality was improved based on PDQI-9, a validated note scoring tool



Other Success Stories - Ambulatory

19Example from SSMHealth at UGM 2017 (PAC02) – combined Patient-Entered Questionnaires, NoteWriter and 

Problem Oriented Charting with template re-design to significantly reduce documentation time

https://eventarchive.epic.com/Past Events/2017 Events/UGM/Advisory Councils/Physicians Advisory Council (PAC)/PAC02 Converting Your Problem-Oriented Charting Workflows to NoteWriter.pdf


Lessons Learned
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Explain the Why? Provide clear purpose

Strict standards for documentation won’t succeed. 
Personalization should be allowed to operate in a 
framework for success.

Partner with colleagues in coding/compliance and 
quality



Continued Challenges
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Regulations & other administrative burdens

Non-standard interpretations of regulations
Use of other EHR data, not only data in notes

Non-incentivized training time for physicians /
difficulty with delayed value proposition

Continue to encourage vendor usability testing on local 
level and push integration into workflow



Questions?

Jordan_Dale@rush.edu

@JDaleMD
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